the azbiChair
You’re working at the computer.
You are working, programming, texting, retrieving information, teleconferencing or watching a movie, ... whichever, your working style is
not paper dominant?
You are very energetic and focussed, but sometimes you let your
thoughts wander, and in either situation you want your computer
screen in an ideal distance?
Then
Take a leap into a brand new concept:

The azbiChair holds your screen at the right distance, even when
you…

...lean way back.

The azbiChair is balanced. With virtually no effort you change your
position from upright to reclining, and yet always having the screen in
focus.
When laying back your spine can relax from the strains of being
upright. You won’t tire so much and can even feel refreshed after a
working day.
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Discreet lighting for your keyboard or your notes means you can
work independently of daylight levels.
The head rest is adjustable no need for screws or hooks.
The table top can be pulled out to a comfortable position. Below you
can store sticky notes, pens, and other accessories you might find
helpful.

Color, form and some other aspects are adaptable. For further
details please contact us on www.azbi.ch.
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the azbiChair
This is an integral furniture item, primarily for working on screen. It has been
designed to fit into a modern home as well as a gallery or office environment. Due
to its compactness the space it uses won’t vary like normal chair-table
combinations. The wooden structure gives it a warm and cosy appearance, and
with its selectable color scheme it harmonizes nicely with your personal style.

Looks
Several types are available.

Basics
Measurement
Overall Height:
Standard Width:
Length:
Weight:
Price:

1755 mm
704 mm
1766 .. 2066 mm, depending on the style.
ca. 100 kg
4’500 € to 10’000 € typical

The measures may vary depending on version, options and add-ons.
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Options

Colour
Ring and seat are standard. Other parts: on request.
Various models of footrest
round, flat, cushioned. fixed-size or adaptable
(the adaptable version is in beta. You might need mechanical skills)
Balanced print shelf
optionally with electric connector, with data cabling
Candlesticks
particularly for the “halfmoon” model, on all four “horns”
Illuminated stripes
EL-Wire or Sideglow
LED for Pomodoro Timer1, exercise reminder, …
(self-programmable. needs programming skills)

Lighting
switches on manually or automatic
Balanced cup holder
for beverage, adaptable to your needs (width and heighth of vessel)
Various retainer bars
for laptop, keyboard, mobile, paper, pen...
Various compartments under the extendable drawer
for post-it, pen, calculator, ... (mobile not recommended2)
Roof
plain or with picture
Side wall
several options
Screen
VESA3, double VESA, iMac-enabled, ...
Computer
compartment for Mac Mini or equivalent
integrated cabling to balanced shelf

Delivery

assembled. You shall need strong persons to position it.
1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pomodoro_Technique

2

might get “lost”, battery empties faster due to magnetic surface of table, ...

3

VESA is a standard for fixing computer screens to designated holders
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